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TOKYO, November 20, 2013 - Mitsubishi Motors Corporation (MMC) will unveil three world premiere concept 
cars at the 43rd Tokyo Motor Show 2013＊1 from November 20. Incorporating a new design that symbolizes the 
functionality and reassuring safety inherent to SUVs, the three concepts take as their theme MMC’s @earth 
TECHNOLOGY＊2 and point to the direction MMC’s development and manufacturing will take in the near future. 

The MITSUBISHI Concept GC–PHEV＊3 is a next-generation full-size SUV with full-time 4WD. It is based on a 
front engine, rear-wheel drive layout plug-in hybrid EV (PHEV) system comprising a 3.0-liter V6 supercharged 
MIVEC＊4 engine mated to an eight-speed automatic transmission, with a high-output motor and a high-capacity 
battery to deliver all-terrain performance truly worthy of an all-round SUV. 

The MITSUBISHI Concept XR-PHEV＊5 is a next-generation compact SUV developed to take driving pleasure to 
new levels. The MITSUBISHI Concept XR-PHEV uses a front engine, front-wheel drive layout PHEV system that 
is configured with a downsized 1.1-liter direct-injection turbocharged MIVEC engine, a lightweight, compact and 
high-efficiency motor with a high-capacity battery. 

These two concepts feature PHEV systems optimally tailored to different market and segment requirements.

The MITSUBISHI Concept AR＊6 is a next-generation compact MPV which combines SUV maneuverability with 
MPV roominess. It uses a lightweight mild hybrid system which comprises a downsized 1.1-liter direct-injection 
turbocharged MIVEC engine.

All three concepts feature MMC’s latest “e-Assist”＊7 active safety technologies and the advanced “connected 
car” technology that utilizes next-generation information systems. These functions include a danger detection 
system which activates the corresponding safety functions and a failure/malfunction early-detection system 
which urges the driver to seek repairs or other maintenance.

Including the three concept models, MMC will be displaying a total of 17 models (13 on press days) at its booth 
at the 43rd Tokyo Motor Show 2013. Joining the concepts will be the new eK Space “super height wagon” 
minicar due for launch in Japan at the beginning of next year, motorsport vehicles and some current production 
models.

＊1: For more information, please visit http://www.tokyo-motorshow.com/en/ (English).
＊2: @earth TECHNOLOGY embraces a collection of advanced next-generation technologies embodying
  the principles of environmental responsibility, driving pleasure and toughness and safety.  
＊3: Grand Cruiser. Named to bring the vision of an imposing yet eco-friendly vehicle speeding across a vast terrain. 
＊4: Mitsubishi Innovative Valve timing Electric Control system.
＊5: X(cross)over Runner. Naming combines the concept’s stylish crossover lines with peppy and nimble performance around town. 
＊6: Active Runabout. Naming suggests enjoyable out-and-about performance in a compact body seating for multiple occupants.
＊7: A collection of active safety technologies including ACC (Adaptive Cruise Control), FCM (Forward Collision Management), 
 LDW (Lane Departure Warning). “e-Assist” name used in Japan only.

Mitsubishi Motors Lineup at 43rd Tokyo Motor Show 2013

For Immediate Release
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A special web site with the information about MMC lineup at the Tokyo Motor Show 
is available at the following:  

http://www.mitsubishi-motors.com/en/events/motorshow/2013/tms2013/  (English)

Lineup at the 43rd Tokyo Motor Show 2013
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Concept car: World premiere.

Concept car. World premiere.

Concept car. World premiere.

Concept car; first shown at 2013 Geneva Motor Show.

Production model.

Show model. Successful finisher in FIA 
Asia Cross Country Rally 2013.

Production model. i in some markets.

Show model. Runner up in class at 
Pikes Peak International Hill Climb 2013.

Production model. Powered by Clean Diesel engine. 
Montero or Shogun in some markets.

Production model. Powered by Clean Diesel engine.

2014MY show model.

Production model. ASX or Outlander Sport in some markets.

With Hello Kitty 40th anniversary package. 
Space Star in other markets.

Show model. World premiere.

Production model.

Production model.

MITSUBISHI Concept GC-PHEV

MITSUBISHI Concept XR-PHEV

MITSUBISHI Concept AR

MITSUBISHI Concept GR＊8-HEV

Outlander PHEV

Outlander PHEV

i-MiEV

MiEV Evolution II

Pajero

Delica D:5

Outlander

RVR

Mirage

eK Space

eK Wagon

eK Custom

Total

Model

＊8:　Grand Runner. Naming envisions speeding powerfully across a vast terrain driven by advanced technology
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MITSUBISHI Concept GC-PHEV (World Premiere)

Loving Our Planet, Enjoying Our Planet.
New-generation Full-size SUV Conquers all Roads in Safety, in Comfort

The MITSUBISHI Concept GC-PHEV is a next-generation full-time 4WD full-size SUV using a FR-layout PHEV 
powertrain. The model name derives from Grand Cruiser and, as befits the name, the PHEV system delivers 
trail-blazing environmental and gutsy motive performance while MMC’s S-AWC (Super All Wheel Control) 
electronically-controlled 4WD-based integrated vehicle dynamics control system delivers outstanding all-terrain 
performance, handling and vehicle stability. Concept GC-PHEV also adopts a number of new initiatives including a 
novel interface system and an AR＊9 windshield. This concept is a vision for a car which can powerfully carry its 
passengers in reassuring safety while giving much respect for the environment.

＊9:　Augmented Reality: A live, direct or indirect, view of a physical, real-world environment whose elements are augmented (or supplemented) by 
computer-generated sensory input such as sound, video, graphics or GPS data.
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MITSUBISHI Concept GC-PHEV’s design is distinguished primarily by the fusion of the stately, imposing body with 
an advanced cross-frame cabin, expressing both a reassuring sense of safety and a welcoming and comfortable 
openness to the interior. 
The exterior styling fuses a muscular and powerful surface composition with lively and sharp lines to realize a 
sculpted form which appears to have been carved out of a single block. With the daytime running lamps 
positioned high up for maximum vehicle visibility and the headlamps located within the bumper protector, the 
front fascia fully forcefully projects the air of a mainstream all-round SUV. Variable louvers in the grille enhancing 
engine cooling. The body design also utilizes a combination of aerodynamic-enhancing features throughout. 
Melding seamlessly into the wide bumper, the large tailgate marries an appealingly fresh appearance with good 
functionality while rearward visibility is enhanced with the use of sub-windows. 

Full-feature All-round SUV Power & Vitality 
Wrapped in Forward-thinking & Solid Comfort Design
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With no B-pillar the doors give easy access to the spacious interior. Located in the upper dashboard is a 
Multi-wide Interface which visually flows into the door trim, while Concept GC-PHEV uses an AR Windshield. A 
first for MMC with the Concept GC-PHEV  is the touch-screen operated Tactical Table＊10 located in the center of 
the cabin. In designing the interior MMC has sought a new direction which allows all occupants to share the 
advanced and distinctive information space.

＊10:　Large monitor display allows occupants to gather information and create an original map or trip plan as well as to share all kinds of information with 
other occupants.
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New PHEV System With FR-layout 
Maximizes Engine & Motor Performance

Mitsubishi Concept GC-PHEV uses a PHEV system to provide the level of powerful, solid and satisfying driving 
experience customers seek in a full-feature all-round SUV. The PHEV powertrain comprises a 3.0-liter V6 
supercharged MIVEC engine, clutch, 8-speed automatic transmission, high-output electric motor and a 
high-capacity battery installed under the rear luggage space floor. The PHEV system automatically switches 
operation between pure EV drive and hybrid drive depending on driving conditions, remaining battery charge and 
other factors. A feature of MMC’s new PHEV system is that in EV mode the transmission allows engine output 
efficiency to be maximized at all vehicle speeds. In hybrid drive mode, the 8-speed automatic transmission 
extracts power from the engine while the high-output motor kicks in to provide additional power as and when 
required. Delivering punchy motive performance with comfortable reserves of power, the PHEV system makes 
for a solid and satisfying driving experience and helps Concept GC-PHEV take poor road surfaces or pulling a 
caravan or trailer easily in its stride. It also delivers the excellent response and smooth acceleration and 
luxury-car levels of quietness that are inherent to the PHEV system to elevate driving pleasure levels to new 
heights.

Another attractive feature of the PHEV system is that its high-capacity battery can be used as an external power 
source. The 100V AC on-board socket can output up to 1500 watts of electrical energy, ideal for powering 
equipment when camping or enjoying other outdoor pursuits as well as providing an emergency power source for 
domestic appliances. The system can supply the equivalent of a day’s power consumption in an average 
household from the battery alone and up to a maximum of up to 13 days when the engine is used to fill the 
battery.

Motor

Engine

Automatic transmission

Inverter
Fuel tank

Drive battery

FR-layout PHEV System Configuration
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ABS/ASC controller

Electronically controlled center LSD
Sub-transmission 
(for switching between Hi/Lo ranges)

Electronically controlled 
front LSD

Rear differential

E-AYC
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S-AWC Integrated Vehicle Dynamics Control System
Effects Precise Management of Torque and Braking at Each Wheel

MMC’s advanced S-AWC integrated vehicle dynamics control system, which works mainly by controlling torque 
distribution to and braking effort at each wheel, has been optimized for Concept GC-PHEV to provide handling 
that accurately reflects driver intent together with rock-steady vehicle stability. S-AWC is based on a full-time 
4WD system with electronically-controlled front and center limited slip differentials (LSD). For Concept GC-PHEV, 
the addition of an E-AYC (Electric-Active Yaw Control) unit, which uses torque from the electric motor to 
precisely control torque distribution to each rear wheel, provides outstanding vehicle stability.  According to road 
surface conditions and the selected traction mode, S-AWC works in cooperation with the PHEV system to assist 
the driver in following their chosen line through corners as well as realizing awesome all-terrain performance. 
Overall, S-AWC stretches the boundaries of safe, stress-free and comfortable motoring.

S-AWC System Configuration
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MMC’s Own Connected Car Technology
Keeping Occupants Safe & Happy

MITSUBISHI Concept GC-PHEV is equipped with the advanced “connected car” technology which utilizes 
next-generation information systems. This technology is set to bring significant changes to the time we spend in 
our cars. Linked to a vehicle information network, the connected car system uploads vehicle status information 
on a real-time basis and links it with traffic in the vicinity, traffic signal and other information to advise the driver 
on how to drive their car more economically. The system also provides a Failure and Malfunction Early-detection 
System, which urges the driver to seek repairs or service, as well as an Accident Damage Prediction Reporting 
function including link to the Japanese Help Net and other emergency and safety services. Connected car 
technology helps driver and occupants enjoy reassuring safety, convenience and comfort in their motoring life.
Looking at further possibilities for connected car technology, Concept GC-PHEV is fitted with some novel 
interface systems. These include the AR Windshield, which utilizes augmented reality technology, as well as the 
Tactical Table large touch-operated display located in the center of the vehicle.

Connected Car Technology Schematic

On-board communication
devices DSRC

Smart phone

Sensors
(peripheral radar, IR cameras)(engine, brakes)

Control ECU

Satnav / DisplayVehicle information networkVehicle information network

Home/
Household
appliances Battery charging

infrastructure

Government/
Local government

Call centerPublic services
(Fire/Police)

Social networks Data server
(data analysis)

Car dealer

Road-to-Vehicle / Vehicle-to-Vehicle
communications

Mobile phone 
network
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AR Windshield
Keeps Driver’s Eyes on the Road

The AR Windshield employs augmented reality technology to display information necessary to the driver on the 
windshield while the vehicle is on the move. By projecting information into their forward field of view, the AR 
Windshield allows the driver to ascertain their vehicle status without taking their eyes from the road. Information 
projected onto the windshield includes: Satnav-linked Route Guidance; Active safety system-linked Distance to 
Vehicle in Front; and Lane Departure Warning. The AR Windshield also presents Caution Tracking information 
which uses vehicle-to-vehicle and pedestrian-to-vehicle communications to give the driver guidance on and 
display alerts about vehicles or pedestrians approaching from blind spots at junctions. The AR Windshield 
supports the driver in making split-second decisions on the operation of their vehicle and makes for safer driving.

AR Windshield

Tactical Table

Tactical Table Acquires Ample Information
To Gather, Create & Share New Kinds of Fun

Located in the center of the cabin, the touch-screen Tactical Table is a new kind of tool that uses connected car 
technology to push the boundaries of occupant fun and pleasure in unknown ways. No one-way street ‒ where 
information is only received ‒ the Tactical Table generates a new style of motoring life where occupants can use 
their smart phones to “Gather” information on their trip, “Create” an original map or trip plan as well as “Share” 
that information with others using onboard communicators. Allowing an unprecedented and innovative way to 
exchange information, the Tactical Table extends the boundaries of motoring pleasure.
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●Auto Hi-beam

●Road-to-Vehicle 
　communication-based 
　driver assistance

●Adaptive headlamps

●Vehicle Information Network

●Driver Monitor

●Traffic Sign Recognition

●AR Windshield

●Caution Tracking

●Vehicle In Front Distance Warning

●Pedestrian 
　Collision Mitigation 
　auto-braking

●Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) with Lean keep assist

●Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication-based 
　driver assistance

●Pedestrian-to-Vehicle communication-based driver assistance

●Unintentional Move Off 
　Control

●Lane Departure Warning (LDW)

●Front Collision Mitigation braking (FCM)

OUTLANDER

MITSUBISHI Concept GC-PHEV

Rear blind spot assistance

Communications-based driver assistance

Rearward assistance

Other

●Rearward blind spot vehicle warning

●Parking assistance

●Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)

MITSUBISHI Concept XR-PHEV

MITSUBISHI Concept AR

Forward assistance

e-Assist Active Safety System

e-Assist Next-Generation Active Safety Technology
Provides All-directional Protection

Concept GC-PHEV uses MMC’s e-Assist＊11 active safety system in cooperation with connected car technology to 
realize an enhanced level of vehicle and occupant protection through forward, rear blind-spot assistance. 
Concept GC-PHEV is fitted with Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) with Lane Keep Assist which 
provides forward visual assistance on expressways and main roads by sharing acceleration/deceleration 
information on the vehicle in front using vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications to 
realize more accurate distance-to-vehicle-in-front control, while also encouraging more economical operation of 
the vehicle and helping to relieve traffic congestion. The Lane Keep Assist function provides appropriate 
handling support to prevent the driver from drifting out of their lane due to fatigue or inattention. The system 
includes a Traffic Sign Recognition System which uses an on-board camera to recognize and inform the driver 
about road signs, and also activates the engine speed limiter in an emergency. The Adaptive Headlamps system 
uses the on-board camera to detect the position of oncoming vehicles or pedestrians while the headlamps are on 
high beam and blank off that area of illumination to prevent dazzling.

＊11:　“e-Assist” name used in Japan only

For all-directional driver assistance, e-Assist employs eight infrared cameras ‒ two at the top of the windshield, 
one in each A pillar, one behind each rear door window, and one on either side at the top of the tailgate ‒ to scan 
the periphery of the vehicle. High definition image processing enables the system to instantly and accurately 
detect any risk factors close to the vehicle. The system also uses a Night Eye Multi-around Monitor to rapidly 
alert and warn the driver of the approach of any obstacles or other vehicles.

●Accident Damage Prediction Reporting
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Camera spots person

Radar acquires distance to pedestrian

Determines 
level of alertness 
from blinking, etc.

Camera coverage
Driver

Determines abnormalities in vehicle operations

Taking a rest

Driver monitor camera

Body signal 
sensor

Pedestrian Collision Mitigation Auto-braking

Rearward Blind Spot Vehicle Warning: This system helps avert collisions by alerting the driver to the 
presence of vehicles approaching from behind. This system also functions to detect and warn the driver of the 
presence of vehicles or other objects behind the driver’s own vehicle while backing in, such as when parking or 
leaving their garage.

Driving Safety Support System (DSSS): Concept GC-PHEV is also equipped for the DSSS promoted by the 
Japanese National Police Agency. This enhances safety by utilizing communications with vehicles and road 
infrastructure to warn the driver of traffic signals ahead as well as the approach of pedestrians, vehicles and 
cyclists at junctions and urge the driver to slow down.

Unintentional Vehicle Move Off Control: When a front-mounted camera spots any objects immediately in front 
of the vehicle and sensors detect the mistaken use of the accelerator instead of the brake pedal, the system 
operates to limit engine power and restrain forward movement of the car. The system also urges the driver to be 
more careful.

Driver Monitor: Uses an infrared camera installed in front of the driver as well as sensors in the steering system 
and in the driver seat to monitor eye blinking and changes in posture to assess the driver’s level of alertness. If 
the system detects abnormalities in driving behavior, such as when the car starts to wander on the road, it 
instantly alerts the driver and urges taking a rest. It also alerts the driver when it determines their concentration 
has dropped or when they glance away from the road in front.

Driver Monitor

The Mitsubishi e-Assist active safety system also incorporates many other functions including the following:

Pedestrian Collision Mitigating Auto-braking: This radar- and camera-based system detects pedestrians 
ahead of the vehicle at night and in other situations where they are difficult to spot and alerts the driver to their 
presence. The system will also automatically apply the brakes to avoid a collision or to mitigate injury.
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MITSUBISHI Concept GC-PHEV Specifications (Targets)

4930 / 1940 / 1980

4

> 15.0

> 40

3.0-liter V6 supercharged MIVEC gasoline engine

250

Gasoline

70

12

Full-time 4WD

8-speed AT

L x W x H (mm):

Occupants:

Hybrid fuel efficiency:

Plug-in Cruising range (km):

Engine Type:

 Max output (net) [kW (PS) / rpm]:

 Fuel used:

Motor Max. output (kW):

Battery Capacity (kWh):

Drivetrain:

Transmission:
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MITSUBISHI Concept XR-PHEV (World Premiere)

Agile and Comfortable Compact SUV Opens Door to 
New Dimension of Driving Pleasure

The MITSUBISHI Concept XR-PHEV is a next-generation compact SUV using MMC’s FF-layout PHEV powertrain. 
The model’s XR name derives from its X (cross) over Runner sprightly around-town persona which marries SUV 
functionality with sport coupe body lines. With a PHEV system which automatically selects optimum driving mode 
depending on driving conditions, it brings a dramatic improvement in fuel economy and in cruising range also 
delivers fleet-footed, agile and comfortable performance. The design cue for Concept XR-PHEV’s form was a 
track athlete crouched in the blocks and ready to explode into action. With the driver-oriented cockpit design 
and layout, Concept XR-PHEV gives eloquent visual expression to one of MMC’s fundamental tenets ‒ pure driving 
pleasure. The car also uses connected car technology which, as well as assisting the driver in their role as the 
leading player in the vehicle, also enhances safety and occupant peace of mind.
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Exterior Conjures Up Image of Track Athlete’s Dynamic Speed

The key concept behind the development of the Concept XR-PHEV’s exterior was a track athlete’s form. The 
dynamic energy of a sprinter exploding out of the blocks and still bent at the waist is given expression to in 
the wedge-inspired character line and in the forward-lean silhouette. The muscular, taut fenders embrace the 
over-size tires and, while having a low ground clearance, the rake, or slightly raised rear riding height, gives 
a tantalizing foretaste of the car’s agile and all-round performance. 
Centering on the 3-diamond grille badge the front fascia projects the forceful dynamic energy and 
functionality of a SUV together with an imposing road presence. The grille frame starts under the adaptive 
headlamps and flexibly accommodates movements in the body. Concept XR-PHEV  uses solar panels built into 
the roof which serve to charge the auxiliary equipment battery and also has a variable angle spoiler on the 
trailing edge of the roof which can be adjusted for different driving conditions.
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Interior Stimulates Driving Spirit

Concept XR-PHEV  features a driver-oriented cockpit designed to stimulate sporty driving. The bucket-type 
driver’s seat provides firm location and support to allow drivers to operate vehicles with assurance and 
precision. The seat is upholstered in red coordinated with exterior and interior accent colors to give the driver 
their very own “director’s chair” and is quite distinct from the other three seats.
The speedometer, tachometer and other information displays are designed to allow the driver to instantly spot 
changes and to concentrate on operating their vehicle.



Motor/
Generator

Inverter

Drive battery

Fuel tank

Engine
Transaxle
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New PHEV System With FF-layout
Raises Economy & Performance Bar to New Limits

Concept XR-PHEV uses a lightweight and high-efficiency FF-layout PHEV system derived from the well-proven 
system used to power the Outlander PHEV model. The PHEV powertrain comprises: a 1.1-liter in-line 3-cylinder 
turbocharged MIVEC engine; a lightweight, compact and high-efficiency motor with a high-boost converter that 
raises voltage to 700V at the front; and a high-capacity battery under the floor. The boost converter increases 
motor and generator output and efficiency. Choosing a FF-layout PHEV system with no motor at the rear reduces 
weight as well as friction losses and returns improvements in fuel and electricity economy.
Configured with EV as the standard drive mode, the PHEV powertrain automatically selects from three drive 
modes ‒ EV, Series Hybrid and Parallel Hybrid ‒ the one best-suited to driving conditions and remaining battery 
charge. In addition 100% EV driving is possible through use of Battery Charge Mode or Battery Save Mode. 
Concept XR-PHEV is fitted with 100V AC onboard sockets capable of giving an external supply of up to 1500W 
of power. The system can supply enough electricity to power domestic appliances for a full day from the drive 
battery alone and up to a maximum of 10 days when the engine is used to fill the battery.

FF-layout PHEV System Configuration
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e-Assist Active Safety System
Cornerstone to Driving Pleasure

Concept XR-PHEV has been developed to deliver fleet-footed and agile performance and to bring “driving 
pleasure” to many. This “driving pleasure” includes reassuring levels of safety. To that end, “reassuring levels of 
safety" are ensured by MMC’s e-Assist active safety system, which assists the driver in avoiding accidents and 
collisions, and also with advanced connected car information communications technology. These two systems 
work in cooperation to anticipate and alert the driver to dangerous situations as well as to activate safety 
functions rapidly and accurately and thereby support safer driving. 

e-Assist: Main Functions
• Pedestrian Collision Mitigating Auto-braking 
• Rearward Blind Spot Vehicle Warning 
• Driving Safety Support System (DSSS)
• Auto Hi-beam
• Unintentional Vehicle Move Off Control
• Forward Collision Mitigation Braking (FCM)
• Lane Departure Warning (LDW)
• Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)

MITSUBISHI Concept XR-PHEV Specifications (Targets)

4370 / 1870 / 1570

4

> 28

> 85

1.1-liter in-line 3-cyl. direct-injection turbocharged MIVEC 

100

Gasoline

120

14.0

2WD (FF)

Transaxle

L x W x H (mm):

Occupants:

Hybrid fuel efficiency (km/l):

Plug-in cruising range (km):

Engine Type:

 Max. output (net) [kW (PS)/rpm]:

 Fuel used:

Motor Max. output (kW):

Battery Capacity (kWh):

Drivetrain:

Transmission:
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MITSUBISHI Concept AR (World Premiere)

New Take on an Active Compact MPV 
Flexible Seating Patterns Encourage Occupant Communication

The MITSUBISHI Concept AR is a compact MPV (multi-purpose vehicle) which features the maneuverability of an 
SUV. High fuel efficiency has been improved through an exhaustive weight reduction program targeting the 
engine and the hybrid system overall as well as the body, and interior trim and equipment. This has also 
enhanced the feel-good and comfortable nature of the car’s performance. The model’s AR name derives from 
Active Runabout, a car from which many people can derive out-and-about enjoyment. Both exterior and interior 
feature refreshing and clean designs, with the cabin lines creating a soft and rounded interior space wrapped in 
seamless trim which seats six occupants in comfort within its compact dimensions. With its connected car 
technology-driven utility and unique seating patterns allowing all occupants or individual occupants to enjoy the 
ambience of the interior, this concept is a new idea for a new kind of car life. 
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Innovative & Free Spirit MPV Design

Concept AR’s exterior design has been developed with the aim of fusing together all the pros of both MPV 
and SUV model types. Within the compact dimensions of the body, the relatively long wheelbase provides a 
cabin that is open and airy. This is amplified by the Crystal Lighted Roof to create the kind of pleasant and 
comfortable interior space inherent to the MPV genre. The oversize tires give the body a lifted-up look while 
the overstated skid plates give clear visual expression to the high maneuverability, the reassuring stability 
and the stately road presence of an SUV. Other styling elements contributing to Concept AR’s fresh and 
distinctive design include the front grille with its bold diamond-cut pattern and the air outlets crafted into the 
rear pillars which serve to reduce aerodynamic drag.
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Concept AR Signals New Kind of Occupant Communication

Inside, Concept AR  cleanly wraps occupants in simple and soft styling which does away with meaningless 
features. Distinguished by soft and rounded lines the spacious cabin offers three flexible seating patterns 
giving generous seating room for six occupants, for four occupants with a sizeable luggage space or for a 
generous common space between the 2nd and 3rd row seats when they are turned to face each other. The 
cabin also features a gently bowed Crystal Lighted Roof from the center of which indirect lighting throws soft 
illumination and accents the premium quality feel to the interior space. The calming peacefulness of the cabin 
is enhanced by gentle wind and other sounds emanating from slits in the side trim. With easily detachable cup 
holders and a tablet-type interface, this forward-thinking interior design brings together enhanced 
convenience and comfort.
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Mild Hybrid System
Green, Quiet AND Powerful

Concept AR is powered by a lightweight Belt Start Generator (BSG)-type mild hybrid system which comprises a 
downsized 1.1-liter in-line 3-cylinder direct-injection turbocharged MIVEC engine mated to a low-output BSG 
torque circuit. In its development, Concept AR has been subject to an exhaustive weight reduction program 
targeting the engine and the hybrid system overall with the more extensive use of high-tensile strength steel 
panels and of lightweight structural materials in strategic locations. The weight reduction was extended to the 
no-frill design of the dashboard, seats and even the choice of upholstery trim. The result is a significant reduction 
in fuel consumption together with a smoother and more comfortable ride.
The rear-mounted 48V lithium-ion battery and air-cooled DC-DC converter work in cooperation to provide instant 
engine restarting after an idle-stop and to deliver gutsy torque assist under acceleration. The motor is used to 
recover kinetic energy during regenerative braking and to drive the A/C compressor while the engine is turned 
off to promote even better fuel economy at the same time as delivering a solid and satisfying driving experience 
for all on board.

Connected Car Technology
Enhances Individual Fun and Brings Fellow Occupants Together

Concept AR uses connected car technology and flexible seating patterns 
to allow occupants to interact in several novel ways. For instance, four 
occupants sitting facing each other in the 2nd and 3rd row seats can all 
enjoy the space between them while using the center console to have fun 
planning their trip route, or an individual occupant might pull out the 
tablet-type interface from its home slot in the side of the cabin and link up 
with the outside world through the internet or check out their emails and 
other personal information. So whether with your fellow occupants or on 
your own, the enhanced and new kinds of utility connected car technology 
brings helps expand the fun boundaries in ways not experienced before in 
a vehicle while giving great respect to an individual’s personal space and 
to the distance between fellow occupants. And in this way, connected car 
technology brings new added value to the MPV.

Mild Hybrid System Configuration

48V lithium-ion battery

DC-DC converter

Belt start generator 
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e-Assist Active Safety System
Offers Driver Support

Concept AR is equipped with MMC’s e-Assist active safety system and advanced connected car information 
communications technology. These two systems work in cooperation to anticipate and alert the driver about 
dangerous situations as well as to activate safety functions rapidly and accurately.

e-Assist: Main Functions
• Rearward Blind Spot Vehicle Warning 
• Driving Safety Support System (DSSS)
• Auto Hi-beam
• Unintentional Vehicle Move Off Control
• Forward Collision Mitigation Braking (FCM)
• Lane Departure Warning (LDW)
• Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)

MITSUBISHI Concept AR Specifications

4350 / 1780 / 1690

6

> 24

1.1-liter in-line 3-cyl. direct-injection turbocharged MIVEC 

100

Gasoline

10 (48V)

0.25 (48V)

2WD (FF)

CVT with sub-transmission

L x W x H (mm):

Occupants:

Fuel efficiency (km/L):

Engine Type:

 Max. output (net) [kW (PS)]:

 Fuel used:

Belt Start 
Generator  Max. output (kW):

Battery Capacity (kWh):

Driveline:

Transmission:
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eK Space Roomy Microvan (Show model)
New Super Height Wagon

eK Space follows the eK Wagon and eK Custom in MMC’s eK mincar series. This super height, spacious “one-box” 
(minivan-shaped) wagon minicar will come to market at the beginning of next year. The eK Space model name 
derives from the fact that this model has been planned and developed to offer all the qualities of an excellent Kei 
(minicar) to all occupants with a more spacious and comfortable interior. The eK Space series is available in 
standard and Custom variations and both offer enhanced levels of comfort and convenience for child-rearing 
couples and families with children.

Maximizing Limited Minicar Space
Provides a Roomy & Comfortable Interior

eK Space eatures one of the roomiest and most comfortable interiors in its class as it makes maximum use of the 
passenger minicar genre’s limited dimensions. The generous headroom, panoramic windshield glass and wide, 
sweeping dashboard create a strikingly open and airy feeling to the front compartment. The windshield and 
delta-shaped front door windows use a high-performance ultra-violet absorbing film that cuts out 99% of 
sunburn-causing UV radiation.
The rear compartment offers an interior height that, for instance, allows parents to change the clothing of a child 
standing on the rear seat, together with leg room that allows adults to sit comfortably with legs crossed. For 
added comfort the rear compartment uses a Rear Circulator to move the air around the interior more thoroughly, 
a first in a minicar. This ensures that the chilled air from the front climate control vents reaches the rear seats to 
produce a pleasantly cooling effect in summer. Built in into the door trim, the Rear Seat Roll Shield pull-up sun 
shades for the rear seat windows roll down neatly when not in use. The above features provide a roomy and 
comfortable cabin space for both front and rear seat occupants.
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Power Sliding Rear Doors Facilitate Entry/Exit
eK Space Pursues Easy-drive and Easily-accessible Utility

eK Space uses anti-trapping One-touch Power Sliding rear doors that can be operated without having to worry 
about adjacent cars or the garage wall when parked in a tight space. All trim levels come standard with keyless 
operation and as long as the driver has the key fob in their pocket or handbag then even with their hands full the 
sliding doors will open and slide automatically at the touch of the door switch. The rear doors can also be 
remotely opened by pressing a switch on the key fob or by the driver operating a switch in the cockpit. The 
doors have an anti-trapping function for enhanced safety and peace of mind and to protect against unexpected 
behavior by children in particular.

The panoramic glass and the adoption of slim line A-pillars provide excellent forward and side fields of view. 
eK Space sports one of the smallest turning circles in its class, its boxy styling makes it easier for the driver to 
sense the position of their vehicle in relation to surrounding objects and is also fitted with a rear-view camera 
and mirror monitor to assist the driver when garaging and parking. Together with the Multi-Around Monitor 
Rearview Mirror as a factory option, these features contribute to making the car highly maneuverable and easy 
to drive. In addition, the generous headroom, optimized seat squab height, a wider door opening angle and ample 
legroom facilitate entry and exit.
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Driving Satisfaction Bar Raised with
Stylish Design & Unparalleled Premium Quality Looks

In its exterior design, eK Space presents a chic and simple form crafted from the following major styling elements: 
A wide grille spreading out from the three-diamond badge; An extensive glass area stretching from front to rear 
and an edgy belt line running from the headlamps, which impart a commanding look to the front end; a chunky 
character line giving accent to the commanding side profile; and taut, modulated surfaces. Placing the belt line a 
fair way below the side windows provides an excellent field of view as well as accentuating the open and airy 
look to the cabin. The flared rear bumper gives the tail end a high-stability look while also contributing to reduced 
aerodynamic drag. 

eK Space Custom meanwhile, gains an oversize front bumper and side airdams which add to its dynamic and 
high-stability looks. The marriage of a vertical-bar chrome grille to sharp-style headlamps makes for a more 
powerful looking front fascia, a more commanding road presence and adds to the model’s premium quality 
appearance.

Inside, eK Space features a dashboard and dash trim which use soft padding in a design that accents continuity 
and appears to wrap protectively around the front occupants. The dashboard uses a glossy piano black center 
panel and is coordinated with the stitched and horizontal pattern seat upholstery to provide a premium quality 
look unparalleled in its class. The eK Space uses a classy and refined ivory/black interior color scheme, while the 
Custom goes for a sportier and premium quality all-black scheme. With its lighter-colored interior trim, the 
eK Space’s seat upholstery has a water-repellant finish for worry-free use while the rear seats have individually 
adjustable extended slide travel. The Folding Seatback Table in the front passenger seat provides a handy 
surface for children’s toys or snacks. Enhancing utility and convenience and helping to create a more 
comfortable interior space there is ample small-item storage with the most frequently used storage being located 
closest to hand while other storage is discreetly tucked away.
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RISE Body & Safety Design
Support Relaxed Driving on Par with Larger Vehicles

Passive Safety
eK Space uses MMC’s RISE＊ safety body construction system which combines an energy-absorbing front section 
with a strong, rigid cabin. The strategic use of high-tensile steel panels keeps weight down while providing 
superior collision safety. As well as driver and front passenger airbags, eK Space is also fitted with SRS curtain 
airbags to protect occupants from head injuries in a side impact collision.
＊: Reinforced Impact Safety Evolution 

Active Safety
All eK Space models are fitted with the following active safety systems as standard to deliver levels of 
reassurance on a par with a larger vehicle:

ASC: Active Stability Control minimizes loss of steering control by improving the vehicle’s stability and preventing 
loss of traction (wheel skidding) on slippery surfaces or due to a sudden maneuver by the driver.

Hill Start Assist: The system keeps the brakes applied for up to two seconds as the driver moves off on a 
gradient to prevent the vehicle from moving backwards.

Emergency Stop Signal:  The hazard warning lamps flash rapidly when the brakes have been applied suddenly 
or when the ABS system has activated to warn following drivers and prevent rear-end accidents.

@earth TECHNOLOGY High Fuel Efficiency Technology
Provides Frugal Economy with Lively, Nimble Performance

eK Space is powered by a very fuel-efficient, compact and lightweight 3-cylinder MIVEC engine mated to an 
INVECS-III＊ CVT wide-ratio transmission. This powertrain incorporates many elements of MMC’s @earth 
TECHNOLOGY high fuel efficiency technologies, including the new Battery Assist function, which reduces the 
load on the alternator, and Auto Stop & Go (AS&G) with Coast Stop which cuts off the engine while the vehicle is 
still decelerating. As a result the eK Space returns outstanding fuel economy while providing lively and nimble 
performance. The eK Space Custom is available in an intercooler-turbocharged trim level which makes possible 
significantly higher performance than the standard eK Space.
＊: Intelligent & Innovative Vehicle Electronic Control System

Battery Assist: This system uses a high-output alternator to convert kinetic energy to electrical energy during 
deceleration and efficiently stores this energy in a nickel hydrogen battery. An intelligent battery sensor monitors 
the state of the battery with great precision as the system carefully manages power storage and supply. The 
system saves fuel by supplying power for the car navigation and audio systems, ABS and CVT without relying on 
gasoline generated electricity.

Auto Stop & Go (AS&G): This system cuts off the engine when vehicle speed drops at or below around 9 km/h 
under braking and makes it possible to reduce fuel consumption at traffic lights or in heavy traffic congestion. As 
a result, the eK Space provides a level of fuel economy that qualifies for Japan’s eco-car tax reduction.



MMC entered two MiEV Evolution   prototypes in the Pikes Peak International Hill Climb 2013 held in Colorado, 
U.S.A in June 2013. The two prototypes entered in this year’s PPIHC used many mass produced components 
from the i-MiEV and other MMC EV production models. These, together with a high energy-capacity battery, 
high-output motors and other components which are undergoing advance development and which brought 
significant performance improvements over last year’s prototype, were mounted to the special racing body with 
its pipe frame chassis and carbon cowling designed for ultimate weight reduction and aerodynamic performance. 
The battery was fitted under the floor to lower the center of gravity and the cars used a quad-motor 4WD 
powertrain with motors at each wheel and MMC’s proprietary S-AWC integrated vehicle dynamics management 
system. S-AWC ties together the operation of its individual component systems: Active Yaw Control (AYC), which 
optimally regulates the yaw moment acting on the body to support high-speed cornering; Active Stability Control 
(ASC), which maintains vehicle stability as well as regulating braking and motive power, and ABS braking. The 
result is outstanding acceleration, speed and cornering together with superior levels of handling and vehicle 
stability.
Starting at 2,800 m, the hill climb takes competitors straight up to the 4,300 m summit of Pikes Peak in the Rocky 
Mountains in Colorado. Faced with narrow roads, sudden changes in surface conditions, the 1,500 m change in 
elevation as well as major changes in temperature and weather conditions at start and finish, the competing cars 
have to be tough as well as fast. Under these testing conditions, the two MiEV Evolution   s took first and second 
places in the qualifying round and were all ready for the race itself. The weather gods failed to smile on the team, 
however, and the heavy rain that fell just before their start time forced a tire and saw the cars finish in 2nd and 
3rd places. The data and knowhow garnered from the Peaks Pike 2013 will be fed back into the company’s 
next-generation of EV and PHEV models as MMC continues on its mission of evolving its automotive technologies 
in order to deliver solid and satisfying levels of environmental performance, driving pleasure and reassuring 
safety.

Ⅱ

Ⅱ
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Next-generation Performance
Honed in Crucible of Grueling Competition

MiEV Evolution    Takes on Pikes Peak International Hill Climb 2013Ⅱ

MOTORSPORT



A MITSUBISHI Outlander PHEV became the first PHEV to enter the annual FIA-sanctioned Asia Cross Country 
Rally (Asian Rally). Starting in Thailand each year, and with stages in neighboring countries, Asian Rally 2013 
was held over August 10 to 16. Competing in the T1-3G modified stock-car class (EV category), the Outlander 

PHEV was modified with uprated shock absorbers and springs as well as being fitted with a roll-cage and 
under-guard to cope with the grueling conditions. As measures to deal with the many river crossings encountered 
over the race, seals were uprated to improve water-tightness and a snorkel was fitted. Other than these 
modifications the Outlander PHEV and its PHEV powertrain were basically of the same specification as the 
current production model.

Competitors started from the Thai beach resort town of Pattaya and crossed the finishing line in Pakse in 
southern Laos six days later having covered some 2,000 km. This grueling rally puts competing vehicles to the 
sternest of tests in terms of durability and all-terrain performance as they must negotiate mountain roads, dense 
forest tracks, mud-covered surfaces and many river crossings.
The PHEV system proved its reliability as it completed this cross country rally, which puts powertrain and 
driveline under extreme loads, without suffering any mechanical trouble. Outlander PHEV’s Twin-motor 4WD 
System provided outstanding response while the S-AWC integrated vehicle dynamics control system delivered 
high levels of handling and vehicle stability, as well as all-terrain performance. MMC is committed to pushing 
forward the PHEV system and other EV technologies in pursuit of more environmentally friendly, powerful and 
comfortable motoring.
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PHEV Potential Confirmed
First Attempt at Grueling Race Completed Trouble-free 

Report on the Outlander PHEV at the Asia Cross Country Rally 2013

MOTORSPORT
ASIA CROSS COUNTRY RALLY 2013
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